We define a class L n,k of permutations that generalizes alternating (up-down) permutations and give bijective proofs of certain patternavoidance results for this class. As a special case of our results, we give two bijections between the set A 2n (1234) of alternating permutations of length 2n with no four-term increasing subsequence and standard Young tableaux of shape 3 n , and between the set A 2n+1 (1234) and standard Young tableaux of shape 3 n−1 , 2, 1 . This represents the first enumeration of alternating permutations avoiding a pattern of length four. We also extend previous work on doubly-alternating permutations (alternating permutations whose inverses are alternating) to our more general context.
Introduction
A classical problem asks for the number of permutations that avoid a certain permutation pattern. This problem has received a great deal of attention (see e.g., [13, 2, 6] ) and has led to a number of interesting variations including the enumeration of special classes of pattern-avoiding permutations (e.g., involutions [4, 13] and derangements [10] ). One such variation, first studied by Mansour in [9] , is the enumeration of alternating permutations avoiding a given pattern or collection of patterns. Alternating permutations have the intriguing property [9, 17, 7] that for any pattern of length three, the number of alternating permutations of a given length avoiding that pattern is given by a Catalan number. This property is doubly interesting because it is shared by the class of all permutations. This coincidence suggests that pattern avoidance in alternating permutations and in usual permutations may be closely related and so motivates the study of pattern avoidance in alternating permutations.
In this paper, we extend the study of pattern avoidance in alternating permutations to consider patterns of length four. In particular, we show that the number of alternating permutations of length 2n avoiding the pattern 1234 is . This is the first enumeration of a set of pattern-avoiding alternating permutations for a single pattern of length four. These enumerations follow from bijections between permutations and standard Young tableaux of certain shapes.
Our bijections work in a more general setting in which we replace alternating permutations with the set L n,k of reading words of standard Young tableau of certain nice skew shapes. We also give proofs of two results that suggest that L n,k is a "good" generalization of S n and A n for purposes of pattern avoidance. The first is a natural extension to L n,k of the work of Ouchterlony [11] on pattern avoidance for alternating permutations whose inverses are also alternating. The result uses RSK to relate these permutations to pattern-avoiding permutations in S n , as well as to relate pattern-avoiding involutions in L n,k to pattern-avoiding involutions in S n . The second result is an enumeration of standard skew Young tableaux of any fixed shape whose reading words avoid certain patterns. In particular, it provides a uniform argument to enumerate permutations in S n and permutations in L n,k that avoid either 132 or 213. That such a bijection should exist is far from obvi-ous, and it raises the possibility that there is substantially more to be said in this area. In the remainder of this introduction, we provide a more detailed summary of results.
Both the set of all permutations of a given length and the set of alternating permutations of a given length can be expressed as the set of reading words of the standard Young tableaux of a particular skew shape (essentially a difference of two staircases). We define a class L n,k ⊆ S nk of permutations such that L n,1 = S n is the set of all permutations of length n, L n,2 is the set of alternating permutations of length 2n, and for each k L n,k is the set of reading words of the standard Young tableaux of a certain skew shape. In Section 2, we provide definitions and notation that we use throughout this paper. In Sections 3, 4, 5 and 6, we use bijective proofs to derive enumerative pattern avoidance results for L n,k . In Section 3 we give a simple bijection between elements of L n,k with no (k + 1)-term increasing subsequence and standard Young tableaux of rectangular shape k n . In Section 4 we exhibit two bijections between the elements of L n,k with no (k + 2)-term increasing subsequence and standard Young tableaux of rectangular shape (k + 1) n , one of which is a modified version of the famous RSK bijection and the other of which is related to generating trees. In Section 5, we extend the results of [11] to give bijections between the set of permutations of length n with no (k + 2)-term increasing subsequence and the set of permutations w with no (k + 2)-term increasing subsequence such that both w and w −1 lie in L n,k , as well as bijections between the involutions in each set. In Section 6, we define a more general class L n,k;r of permutations with the property that L n,k;0 = L n,k and L n,2;1 = A ′ 2n+1 , the set of down-up alternating permutations of length 2n+1. We describe the appropriate changes to the bijections from the earlier sections that allow them to apply in this setting, although we do not provide proofs of their correctness in this case.
In Section 7, we broaden our study to arbitrary skew shapes and so initiate the study of pattern avoidance in reading words of skew tableaux of any shape. In Section 7.1, we show bijectively that the number of tableaux of shape λ/µ (under a technical restriction on the possible shapes that sacrifices no generality -see Note 2) whose reading words avoid 213 can be easily computed from the shape. Notably, the resulting value does not depend on λ and is in fact a natural µ-generalization of the Catalan numbers. Replacing 213 with 132, 231 or 312 leads to similar results. In Section 7.3, we show that enumerating tableaux of a given skew shape whose reading words avoid 123 can be reduced to enumerating permutations with a given descent set that avoid 123. The same result holds for the pattern 321, but we omit the proof.
Definitions
A permutation w of length n is a word containing each of the elements of [n] := {1, 2, . . . , n} exactly once. The set of permutations of length n is denoted S n . Given a word w = w 1 w 2 · · · w n and a permutation p = p 1 · · · p k ∈ S k , we say that w contains the pattern p if there exists a set of indices 1 ≤ i 1 < i 2 < . . . < i k ≤ n such that the subsequence w i 1 w i 2 · · · w i k of w is order-isomorphic to p, i.e., w i ℓ < w im if and only if p ℓ < p m . Otherwise, w is said to avoid p. Given a pattern p and a set S of permutations, we denote by S(p) the set of elements of S that avoid p. For example, S n (123) is the set of permutations of length n avoiding the pattern 123, i.e., the set of permutations with no three-term increasing subsequence.
A permutation w = w 1 w 2 · · · w n is alternating if w 1 < w 2 > w 3 < w 4 > . . .. (Note that in the terminology of [14] , these "up-down" permutations are reverse alternating while alternating permutations are "down-up" permutations. Luckily, this convention doesn't matter: any pattern result on either set can be translated into a result on the other via complementation, i.e., by considering w c such that w c i = n + 1 − w i . Then results for the pattern 132 and up-down permutations would be replaced by results 312 and down-up permutations, and so on.) We denote by A n the set of alternating permutations of length n.
For integers n, k ≥ 1, define L n,k ⊆ S nk to be the set of permutations w = w 1,1 w 1,2 · · · w 1,k w 2,1 · · · w n,k that satisfy the conditions L1. w i,j < w i,j+1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ k − 1, and
Note in particular that L n,1 = S n (we have no restrictions in this case) and L n,2 = A 2n . For any k and n, L n,k (12 · · · k) = 0. Thus, for monotone pattern-avoidance in L n,k we should consider patterns of length k + 1 or longer. The set L n,k has been enumerated by Baryshnikov and Romik [1] , and the formulas that result are quite simple for small values of k. Note 1. If w = w 1,1 · · · w n,k ∈ S nk satisfies L1 and also avoids 12 · · · (k + 2) then it automatically satisfies L2, since a violation w i,j+1 < w i+1,j of L2 leads immediately to a (k + 2)-term increasing subsequence w i,1 < . . . < w i,j+1 < w i+1,j < . . . < w i+1,k . Consequently, we can also describe L n,k (1 · · · (k + 2)) (respectively, L n,k (1 · · · (k+1))) as the set of permutations in S nk (1 · · · (k+2)) (respectively, S nk (1 · · · (k + 1))) whose descent set is (or in fact, is contained in) {k, 2k, . . . , (n − 1)k}. Thus, in Sections 3, 4 and 5 we could replace L n,k by permutations with descent set {k, 2k, . . .} without changing the content of any theorems.
A partition is a weakly decreasing, finite sequence of nonnegative integers. We consider two partitions that differ only in the number of trailing zeroes to be the same. We write partitions in sequence notation, as λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . , λ n , or to save space, with exponential notation instead of repetition of equal elements. Thus, the partition 5, 5, 3, 3, 2, 1 may be abbreviated 5 2 , 3 2 , 2, 1 . If the sum of the entries of λ is equal to m then we write λ ⊢ m.
Given a partition λ = λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . , λ n , the Young diagram of shape λ is a left-justified array of λ 1 + . . . + λ n boxes with λ 1 in the first row, λ 2 in the second row, and so on. We identify each partition with its Young diagram and speak of them interchangeably. A skew Young diagram λ/µ is the diagram that results when we remove the boxes of µ from those of λ, when the diagrams are arranged so that their first rows and first columns coincide. If λ/µ is a skew Young diagram with n boxes, a standard Young tableau of shape λ/µ is a filling of the boxes of λ/µ with [n] so that each element appears in exactly one box, and entries increase along rows and columns. We denote by sh(T ) the shape of the standard Young tableau T and by f λ/µ the number of standard Young tableaux of shape λ/µ. We identify boxes in a (skew) Young diagram using matrix coordinates, so the box in the first row and second column is numbered (1, 2) .
Given a standard Young tableau, we can form the reading word of the tableau by reading the last row from left to right, then the next-to-last row, and so on. In English notation (with the first row at the top and the last row at the bottom), this means we read rows left to right, starting with the bottom row and working up. For example, the reading words of the tableaux of shape n, n − 1, . . . , 2, 1 / n − 1, n − 2, . . . , 1 are all of S n , and similarly L n,k is equal to the set of reading words of standard skew Young tableaux of shape n + k − 1, n + k − 2, . . . , k / n − 1, n − 2, . . . , 1 , as illustrated in Figure  1 . The other "usual" reading order, from right to left then top to bottom in English notation, is simply the reverse of our reading order. Consequently, any pattern-avoidance result in our case carries over to the other reading order by taking the reverse of all permutations and patterns involved, i.e., by replacing w = w 1 · · · w n with w r = w n · · · w 1 . We make note of two more operations on Young diagrams and tableaux. Given a partition λ, the conjugate partition λ ′ is defined so that the ith row of λ ′ has the same length as the ith column of λ for all i. The conjugate of a skew Young diagram λ/µ is defined by (λ/µ) ′ = λ ′ /µ ′ . Given a standard skew Young tableau T of shape λ/µ, the conjugate tableau T ′ of shape (λ/µ) ′ is defined to have the entry a in box (i, j) if and only if T has the entry a in box (j, i). Geometrically, all these operations can be described as "reflection through the main diagonal." Given a skew Young diagram λ/µ, rotation by 180
• gives a new diagram (λ/µ) * . Given a tableaux T with n boxes, we can form T * , the rotated-complement of T , by rotating T by 180 • and replacing the entry i with n + 1 − i for each i. Observe that the reading word of T * is exactly the reverse-complement of the reading word of T .
The Schensted insertion algorithm, or equivalently the RSK correspondence, is an extremely powerful tool relating permutations to pairs of standard Young tableaux. For a description of the bijection and a proof of its correctness and some of its properties, we refer the reader to [15, Chapter 7] . Our use of notation follows that source, so in particular we denote by T ← i the tableau that results when we (row-) insert i into the tableau T . Particular properties of RSK will be quoted as needed.
3 The pattern 12 · · · (k + 1)
In this section we give the simplest of the bijections in this paper. We have f n = f 1 n = 1 and f n,n = f 2 n = 1 n+1 2n n = C n , the nth Catalan number. By the hook-length formula [15, 12] we have
, this is the uninspiring result |S n (12)| = 1. For k = 2, it tells us |A 2n (123)| = C n , a result that Stanley [17] attributes to Deutsch and Reifegerste.
Proof. Given a permutation w ∈ L n,k (12 · · · (k + 1)), define a tableau T of shape k n by T i,j = w n+1−i,j . We claim that this is the desired bijection. By L1 we have T i,j = w n−i+1,j < w n−i+1,j+1 = T i,j+1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ k −1. Thus, the tableau T is increasing along rows. Suppose for sake of contradiction that there is some place at which T fails to increase along a column. Then there are some i, j such that w n−i+1,j = T i,j > T i+1,j = w n−i,j . Then w n−i,1 < w n−i,2 < . . . < w n−i,j < w n−i+1,j < w n−i+1,j+1 < . . . < w n−i+1,k is an instance of 12 · · · (k + 1) contained in w, a contradiction, so T must also be increasing along columns. Since w contains each of the values between 1 and nk exactly once, T does as well, so T is a standard Young tableau.
Conversely, suppose we have a standard Young tableau T of shape k n . Define a permutation w = w 1,1 · · · w n,k ∈ S nk by w i,j = T n−i+1,j . If we show that the image of this map lies in L n,k (1 · · · (k + 1)) we will be done, as in this case the two maps are clearly inverses. Note that
and
because T is increasing along columns and along rows, respectively. Condition 2 is exactly L1, while the two conditions together give us that w i+1,j < w i,j < w i,j+1 , and this is L2. Now choose any k + 1 entries of w. By the pigeonhole principle, this set must include two entries with the same second index, and by Equation 1 these two will form an inversion. Thus no subsequence of w of length k + 1 is monotonically increasing and so w avoids the pattern 12 · · · (k + 1). Thus w ∈ L n,k (1 · · · (k + 1)) and we have a bijection between the set L n,k (12 · · · (k + 1)) and the set of Young tableaux of shape k n , as desired. Both directions of this bijection are more commonly seen with other names. The map that sends w → T is actually the Schensted insertion algorithm used in the RSK correspondence. (For any w ∈ L n,k (1 · · · (k + 1)), the recording tableau is the tableau whose first row contains the {1, . . . , k}, second row contains {k + 1, . . . , 2k}, and so on.) The map that sends T → w is the reading-word map defined in Section 2.
4 The pattern 12 · · · (k + 1)(k + 2)
There are several nice proofs of the equality |S n (123)| = C n including a clever application of the RSK algorithm ([15, Problem 6.19(ee)]). In this section, we give two bijective proofs of the following generalization of this result. n and so
For k = 1 this is a rederivation of the equality |S n (123)| = C n while for k = 2 it implies the following.
We believe this to be the first computation of any expression of the form A 2n (π) or A 2n+1 (π) for π ∈ S 4 . The complementary result giving the value of A 2n+1 (1234) can be found in Section 6.
The first of the two bijections is a novel recursive bijection that may be thought of as an isomorphism between generating trees for permutations and tableaux.
1 As such, the proof of its correctness is somewhat technical and not entirely enlightening. The second bijection makes use of Schensted insertion and so is more transparent: many of the technical results that would otherwise be necessary are well-known or are part of the standard proofs of correctness of RSK.
A first bijection
We give a two-step bijection, using as an intermediate set a certain family of tableaux that we will call good tableaux. First, we define good tableaux, construct maps between them and L n,k (1 · · · (k + 2)) and show that these maps form a bijection.
A tableau T of shape (k + 1) n (i.e., a set {T i,j } of positive integers for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ k + 1) is said to be good if it satisfies the following conditions:
Given a permutation w ∈ L n,k (1 · · · (k + 2)), we construct a good tableau T (w) recursively as follows: if n = 1 then w = 12 · · · k and we define T (w) by T (w) 1,j = j. If n > 1, for 1 ≤ j ≤ k + 1, let T 1,j := T (w) 1,j be the smallest entry of w that is the largest entry in a j-term increasing subsequence, or (n − i + 1)k + 1 if there is no such entry. Let w ′ be the permutation that is order-isomorphic to w with its last k entries removed. Then we fill the rest of the tableau with
We note that T 1,j could be equivalently defined as the last-occurring entry of w that is the largest term in a j-term increasing subsequence of w but is not the largest term in a (j + 1)-term increasing subsequence. 
Proposition 4.3. The algorithm just described is a well-defined map from
Proof. The first entry of the first row of T (w) is the smallest entry in w, so T (w) 1,1 = 1. Now note that the largest term in a (j + 1)-term increasing subsequence in w is strictly larger than the term of the subsequence that precedes it, and this term is the largest term of a j-term increasing subsequence of w. Thus for each j, the smallest entry of w that is the largest term in a j-term increasing subsequence is strictly smaller than the smallest entry of w that is the largest term in a (j + 1)-term increasing subsequence, assuming the latter exists. Also, if n ≥ 1 then every element of L n,k contains some entry (viz., the kth) that is the largest element of a k-term increasing subsequence, so at most one copy of nk + 1 can appear in the first row of our tableau and it can only appear as the last entry in the row. Thus, the first row of T := T (w) consists of k + 1 distinct values appearing in increasing order, the smallest of which is 1 and the largest of which is no larger than nk + 1. It follows that condition G1 is satisfied for the first row of T , so by induction it is satisfied for all rows of T . Because of the recursive nature of the construction, to establish G2 for T it suffices to show that T 1,j ≤ T 2,j + j − 1 for each j. The number T 2,j on the right-hand side of this inequality is equal to T ′ 1,j := T (w ′ ) 1,j , the smallest element of w ′ that is the largest term in a j-term increasing subsequence of w ′ . Let a be the entry of w in the same position that T ′ 1,j is in w ′ , i.e., the entry that becomes T ′ 1,j after order-isomorphism. The k entries of w that we remove while forming w ′ fall into three sets:
• those strictly less than T 1,j , of which there are at most j − 1,
• those in the interval [T 1,j , a), of which there are at most a − T 1,j , and
• those that are larger than a.
The difference a − T ′ 1,j is exactly the number of values less than a that we remove while going from w to w ′ , so it is the sum of the sizes of the first two sets above. Thus
It follows that our algorithm maps every permutation in L n,k (12 · · · (k + 2)) to a good tableau. Figure 3 shows how to apply the map T to the permutation 43851726 ∈ L 4,2 (1234).
We now give a recursive map from good tableaux of shape (k + 1)
). There is only one good tableau T with a single row of length k + 1 (the one satisfying T 1,j = j) and for this tableau we define w(T ) = 12 · · · k. Otherwise, for a good tableau T with more than one row, let m be the largest index such that T 1,m = T 2,m + m − 1 and let T ′ be the tableau that results when we remove the first row of T . Then define
and choosing the earlier values of w so that the first (n−1)k values of w are orderisomorphic to w(T ′ ). We say that T 1,m is omitted from w and that the other entries of the first row of T are sent to entries of w, and we use the same terminology for entries of larger-numbered rows. We must show that this process is well-defined, that its output is a permutation in L n,k (1 · · · (k + 2)) and that it really is the inverse of our previous map.
Proposition 4.4. The algorithm just described is a well-defined function from the set of good tableaux of shape
Proof. In order to show that this process is well-defined, we need to know that a value m actually exists and that the values w n,1 , . . . , w n,k that we assign are k distinct elements of [nk] . For the former, note that T 1,1 = 1 = T 2,1 + 1 − 1, so there is at least one index j satisfying the needed condition and thus there is a maximal such index and we really can choose a value m. For the latter, we note that condition G1 ensures the values w n,1 , . . . , w n,k will be distinct (in fact, that they will occur in increasing order) and so by induction on n we need only show that each of them lies in [nk] . The only entry of the first row of T that might not lie in [nk] is T 1,k+1 , provided T 1,k+1 = nk + 1. In this case, we have by G1 and G2 that
so these inequalities must be equalities and
Then m = k + 1 and we omit the problematic value. Thus this algorithm is well-defined as a map from good tableaux of shape (k +1) n to permutations in S nk .
As noted in the preceding paragraph, the last k values of w will occur in increasing order and so by induction we have that L1 holds for w. Thus, to show that w ∈ L n,k (1 · · · (k + 2)) we are left to check that w n−1,j+1 > w n,j for 1 ≤ j ≤ k − 1, which will imply L2 by induction, and that w contains no increasing subsequence of length k + 2. For both statements we will use the following lemma: Lemma 4.5. Given a good tableau T , if T i,a and T i+1,b are both sent to entries of w(T ) (i.e., neither of them is omitted) and
Proof of lemma. We may assume without loss of generality that i = 1. Suppose first that a < m. Then the a − 1 numbers T 1,1 , . . . , T 1,a−1 are all the values smaller than T 1,a that are among the last k entries of w. Thus, the prefix of w of length (n − 1)k contains exactly T 1,a − 1 − (a − 1) = T 1,a − a values less than T 1,a . By condition G2, T 1,a − a ≤ T 2,a − 1, so the prefix of w of length (n − 1)k contains at most T 2,a − 1 values less than T 1,a . It follows immediately that any entry of the second row of T that is larger than or equal to T 2,a and is sent to an entry of w is sent to an entry larger than T 1,a . In particular, T 2,b is such an entry.
Suppose instead that a > m. In this case there are a − 2 values smaller than T 1,a among the last k entries of w. Thus, the prefix of w of length (n − 1)k contains exactly T 1,a − 1 − (a − 2) = T 1,a − (a − 1) values less than T 1,a . By G2 and the definition of m, T 1,a − (a − 1) < T 2,a , so the prefix of w of length (n − 1)k contains fewer than T 2,a values less than T 1,a . It follows that any entry of the second row of T that is larger than or equal to T 2,a and that is sent to an entry of w, is sent to an entry larger than T 1,a . This completes the proof of the lemma.
That w ∈ L n,k now follows easily: we know that w n,j is the image of (in fact, is equal to) either T 1,j (if j < m) or T 1,j+1 (if j ≥ m) and similarly that w n−1,j+1 is the image of either T 2,j+1 or T 2,j+2 . In all four cases we can apply Lemma 4.5 and G1 to conclude that w n−1,j+1 > w n,j , as desired.
Finally, we must verify that w has no (k +2)-term increasing subsequence. Choose any k +2 entries of w. Each of these is the image under our algorithm of some entry in T . Since T has k + 1 columns, two of these entries must come from the same column. To show that w has no (k + 2)-term increasing subsequence, it is enough to show that of these two entries of T , the one with a smaller row number is sent to a smaller value in w than the one with the larger row number. (This is because we build w so that entries of T with larger row numbers get sent to earlier entries of w.) Then it suffices to show that if two entries of T in the same column are both sent to entries of w and all the entries lying between them in the same column are omitted then the entry with larger row number gets sent to a larger value in w, and without loss of generality we may take one of these entries to lie in the first row of T . So suppose that T 1,j and T i,j get sent to entries of w while for 1 < ℓ < i, T ℓ,j is omitted. If j < m we have
By repeated applications of Lemma 4.5 and G1 we have that T i,j is sent to a larger value in w than any of the (i − 1)(j − 1) entries T a,b with 1 ≤ b < j − 1 and 1 ≤ a ≤ i − 1 that are sent to a value in w. Then after we have taken i − 1 steps of our algorithm (constructed the last (i − 1)k values of w), we have used at least (i − 1)(j − 1) + 1 different values less than or equal to T 1,j . Thus, the image of T i,j in w is at least T i,j +(j −1)(i−1)+1 > T 1,j , as desired. If instead j > m, the argument carries through identically except that we replace the "≤" in Equation 3 with "<" and we replace "(i − 1)(j − 1)" with "(i − 1)(j − 1) − 1." 4 . Now that we have described one map going in each direction between the two sets, we may establish our theorem by proving that these maps are inverses.
Proposition 4.6. The algorithms we have described are mutually-inverse bijections between L n,k (1 · · · (k + 2)) and the set of good tableaux of shape
Proof. Because of the recursive nature of both constructions, it suffices to check that for a given permutation p ∈ L n,k (1 · · · (k + 2)), w(T (p)) has the same last k entries as p and that for a given good tableau G, T (w(G)) has the same first row as G.
. Then as we showed in the first paragraph of the proof of Proposition 4.4, the last entry nk +1 of the first row is omitted when going from T to w(T ) and so the last k entries of w(T ) are p n,1 · · · p n,k , as desired. Otherwise, there is some j ∈ [k+1] such that the smallest entry of p that is the largest term in a j-term increasing subsequence exists but is not among the last k entries of p. As we noted just before the statement of Proposition 4.3, for each ℓ ∈ [k+1], the smallest entry of p that is the largest entry in an ℓ-term increasing subsequence is also the last-occurring entry of p that is the largest entry in an ℓ-term increasing subsequence but not an (ℓ + 1)-term increasing subsequence. Since the last k entries of p occur in increasing order, the maximum lengths of increasing subsequences terminating at these entries are all different. Then for each ℓ ∈ [k + 1] \ {j}, the smallest entry that is the largest entry in an ℓ-term increasing subsequence of p lies among the last k entries in p, so these last k entries are exactly T 1,1 , . . . , T 1,j−1 , T 1,j+1 , . . . , T 1,k+1 .
The smallest entry of p that is the largest term in a j-term increasing subsequence is equal to T 1,j , and after we remove the last k entries of p and perform an order-isomorphism it is decreased by exactly j − 1 (the smallest j − 1 values of the k we remove). This decreased copy is now the smallest entry of p ′ that is the largest entry in a j-term increasing subsequence of p ′ , so T 2,j = T 1,j − j + 1. Thus, if we show that for each ℓ > j we have T 2,ℓ > T 1,ℓ − ℓ + 1, it will follow that T 1,j is the entry omitted from the first row of T when forming w(T ), and this will give us our result. Let ℓ > j and let a be the entry of p that becomes T 2,ℓ after orderisomorphism. As in the second paragraph of the proof of Proposition 4.3, we divide the last k entries of p (those removed after forming the first row of T ) into three categories. Since T 1,j < T 1,ℓ is not among these last k entries, at most ℓ − 2 of them are less than T 1,ℓ . Then there are at most a − T 1,ℓ entries among the last k that fall in the interval [T 1,ℓ , a), while the remaining entries are all larger than a. Thus, we remove a total of at most (a − T 1,ℓ ) + (ℓ − 2) entries of p that are less than a. The difference a − T 2,ℓ is exactly the number of entries less than a we remove before applying the order-isomorphism, so a − T 2,ℓ ≤ a − T 1,ℓ + ℓ − 2 and thus T 1,ℓ − ℓ + 1 ≤ T 2,ℓ − 1 < T 2,ℓ , as needed. This demonstrates that T 1,j is omitted from w(T ), so the last k entries of w(T ) are exactly the same as the last k entries of p and so by induction w•T is the identity of L n,k (1 · · · (k+2)). We now proceed to the reverse direction.
Let G be a good tableau. Suppose first that G 1,k+1 = nk + 1. Then by G1 and G2, G i,k+1 = (n − i + 1)k + 1 for each i and these are exactly the omitted values. Now apply Lemma 4.5 for b = a and we see that w(G) contains no (k + 1)-term increasing subsequence. (In fact, in this case our bijection is essentially equivalent to that of Proposition 3.1 with some additional orderisomorphisms involved.) Then the last row of T (w) is exactly the last row of G, as desired. Now we induct on n. For n = 1, G 1,k+1 = k + 1 and this case was covered in the preceding paragraph. Otherwise, G has at least two rows and the last k entries of w := w(G) are 1,1 , . . . , G 1,m−1 , G 1,m+1 , . . . , G 1,k+1 of w is the last entry of w that is the largest term in a j-term increasing subsequence but not a (j + 1)-term increasing subsequence for some value of j, and that these k values of j are distinct. Then if we can show that G 1,m is the smallest entry of w that is the last term in an m-term increasing subsequence but not an (m + 1)-term increasing subsequence, it will follow that the first row of T (w) is the same as the first row of G and we'll be done by induction.
Note that G 1,m cannot be the largest term in an (m + 1)-term increasing subsequence of w because if it were, we could append the (k + 1 − m)-term subsequence G 1,m+1 , . . . , G 1,k+1 to the (m + 1)-term increasing subsequence ending at G 1,m to get a (k + 2)-term increasing subsequence of w, a contradiction with the 12 · · · (k + 2)-avoidance of w.
Let w ′ be the permutation order-isomorphic to w with its last k entries removed. By the inductive hypothesis, G 2,m = G 1,m − m + 1 is the smallest entry of w ′ that is the largest term in an m-term increasing subsequence of w ′ . When going from w to w ′ we remove exactly m − 1 values less than G 1,m (and not G 1,m itself) from w, so the entry equal to G 1,m in w is in the same position that the entry equal to G 1,m − m + 1 = G 2,m is in w ′ . Thus, G 1,m is the smallest of the first (n − 1)k entries of w that is the largest term in an m-term increasing subsequence. Then G 1,m is the smallest entry of w that is the largest term in an m-term increasing subsequence unless G 1,m−1 is the largest term in an m-term increasing subsequence of w.
So suppose for sake of contradiction that this is the case. Then there is some minimal j ≤ m − 1 such that G 1,j is the largest term in a (j + 1)-term increasing subsequence in w. Let a be the smallest entry among the first (n − 1)k entries of w that is the largest term in a j-term increasing subsequence of w. Then a < G 1,j . When we go from w to w ′ , we remove j − 1 values less than G 1,j , and these j − 1 values must also be less than a. (Otherwise, we use the j-term sequence ending at a together with the increasing subsequence
to give a (k+2)-term increasing subsequence in w, a contradiction.) Thus, the image of a under order-isomorphism is a − j + 1 < G 1,j − j + 1 ≤ G 2,j and is the largest term in a j-term increasing subsequence of w ′ . However, by the inductive hypothesis we have that G 2,j itself is the smallest entry of w ′ that is the largest term in a j-term increasing subsequence, a contradiction. Thus for j < m, G 1,j is the largest term in a j-term increasing subsequence but not a (j+1)-term increasing subsequence, and in particular G 1,m−1 is not the largest term in an m-term increasing subsequence. Then since G 1,m is the smallest entry of w that is the largest term in an m-term increasing subsequence, the first row of T (w) is exactly the same as the first row of G. By induction T (w(G)) = G, so T • w is the identity on good tableaux.
We have now shown that the operations w and T are inverse to each other, so they are bijections between L n,k (1 · · · (k + 2)) and the set of good tableaux of shape (k + 1)
n . To finish the proof of Theorem 4.1 we need only the following result:
There is a bijection between standard Young tableaux and good tableaux of the same shape (k + 1)
n .
Proof. To go from a standard Young tableau T to a good tableau G := G(T ) of the same shape, take the first row of G to be equal to the first row of T . Let T ′ be the standard Young tableau that we get by removing the first row of T and applying an order-isomorphism, and let the remaining rows of G be equal to those of G(T ′ ). It's easy to see that the first row of G is increasing and that its minimal entry is 1. In addition, the maximal entry in the first row of G is the maximal entry in the first row of T , which has n − 1 entries below it, and therefore larger than it, in T . Thus we have that this entry is at most n(k + 1) − (n − 1) = nk + 1, so we have established G1 for G and are left only to check G2. For any j, we have G 1,j = T 1,j < T 2,j . The difference T 2,j − G 2,j is equal to the number of entries in the first row of T smaller than T 2,j . Of these, there are j − 1 less than T 1,j and at most T 2,j − T 1,j in the interval [T 1,j , T 2,j ), so
Since G is constructed recursively, we have by induction that G2 holds and so G(T ) is indeed a good tableau. Now we show how to invert this process. Given a good tableau G with n rows and k + 1 columns, we construct a standard Young tableau T := T (G). Let U 1 = [n(k + 1)]. At the ith step of our algorithm, for each j we set T i,j to be equal to the G i,j th-smallest element of U i , then set U i+1 to be equal to U i with these k + 1 elements removed. Thus, in the first step we set T 1,j = G 1,j , i.e. the first row of T is equal to the first row of G. We then set U 2 = U 1 {T 1,1 , . . . , T 1,k+1 }; then T 2,1 is the G 2,1 = 1st smallest element of U 2 , T 2,2 is the G 2,2 th smallest element of U 2 , and so on.
We need that this process is well-defined -in particular, that U i always has enough elements. At the ith step, the largest element we can request is the ((n − i + 1)k + 1)th of U i . But U i has exactly (n − i + 1)(k + 1) elements and (n − i + 1)(k + 1) ≥ (n − i + 1)k + 1 because n ≥ i. Thus our procedure is well-defined.
We also need that this procedure always takes as output a standard Young tableau. By construction and G1, T is a filling of a (k + 1) n rectangle with [n(k + 1)] that increases along rows, so we only need that it increases along columns. By the nature of the construction and the properties of good tableaux, it suffices to show this for the first row. Note that T 1,1 = 1, so surely T 2,1 > T 1,1 . Suppose T 2,j > T 1,j . Then T 2,j+1 > T 2,j > T 1,j as well, so at least j entries of the first row of T are smaller than T 2,j+1 . Note that the difference T 2,j+1 − G 2,j+1 is exactly the number of entries of the first row of T that are smaller than T 2,j+1 , so this difference is at least j and thus
where the last inequality follows from G2. Since T 2,j+1 = T 1,j+1 by construction, we have T 2,j+1 > T 1,j+1 , so T in increasing along columns by induction on j.
Finally, we have to show that these two operations are inverses. This is relatively straight-forward: when going from a standard Young tableau to a good tableau, we send an entry in row i to its rank among entries in rows numbered i or larger and when going from a good tableau to a standard Young tableau, we send an entry ℓ in row i to a value that is the ℓth largest among values not used in rows 1 through i − 1. These descriptions make the inverse property self-evident.
One direction of the bijection is illustrated in Figure 5 and the other in Figure 6 .
At last, we have given bijections between L n,k (1 · · · (k + 2)) to the set of good tableaux of shape (k + 1) n and between this latter set and the set of standard Young tableaux of the same shape, so we may conclude:
There is a bijection between L n,k (12 · · · (k + 1)(k + 2)) and the set of standard Young tableaux of shape (k + 1) n and so 
A second bijection, with a modified version of RSK
In this section, we reprove Theorem 4.1 using a modification of the RSK insertion algorithm. Our modification is an extension of the bijection devised by Ouchterlony in [11] . Recall that the RSK insertion algorithm is a map between S n and pairs (P, Q) of standard Young tableaux such that sh(P ) = sh(Q) ⊢ n with the following properties: Now we describe a bijection from L n,k (12 · · · (k + 2)) to pairs (P, R) of standard Young tableaux such that P has nk boxes, R has n boxes, and the shape of R can be rotated 180
• and joined to the shape of P to form a rectangle of shape (k + 1)
n . (In other words, sh(P )
Observe that the set of such pairs of tableaux is in natural bijection with the set of standard Young tableaux of shape (k + 1)
n : given a tableau of shape (k + 1) n , break off the portion of the tableau filled with nk + 1, . . . , n(k + 1), rotate it 180
• and replace each value i that appears in it with nk + n + 1 − i.
Given a permutation w = w 1,1 w 1,2 · · · w 1,k w 2,1 · · · w n,k , let P 0 = ∅ and let
Define P := P n , so P is the usual RSK insertion tableau for w. Define R as follows: set R 0 = ∅ and λ i = sh(P i ). Observe that by Theorem 4.8, λ i /λ i−1 is a horizontal strip of size k and that by Theorem 4.9, λ i /λ i−1 stretches no further right than the (k + 1)th column. Thus there is a unique j such that λ i /λ i−1 has a box in the ℓth column for all ℓ ∈ [k + 1] \ {j}. Let R i be the shape that arises from R i−1 by adding a box filled with i in the (k + 2 − j)th column, and let R := R n . This map is illustrated in Figure 7 .
Proposition 4.10. The algorithm just described is a bijection between the set L n,k (12 · · · (k + 2)) and pairs (P, R) of standard Young tableaux such that P has nk boxes, R has n boxes, and sh(R) can be rotated and joined to sh(P ) to form a rectangle of shape (k + 1) n .
Proof. By construction, it is clear that P is a standard Young tableau with nk boxes and that R is a shape with n boxes filled with [n] such that rotating R 180
• we may join it to P in order to get a rectangle of shape (k + 1) n . So it is left to show that R is actually a standard Young tableau and that this process is a bijection.
The tableau R is constructed in such a way that it is automatically increasing down columns. The only way it could fail to increase across rows would be if at some intermediate stage it were not of partition shape, i.e., for some i, j we have that R i contains more boxes in column j + 1 than in column j. But in this case it follows from the construction of R that P i has more boxes in column k + 2 − j than in column k + 1 − j. Since we have by properties of RSK that every P i is of partition shape, this is absurd, and so R really is a standard Young tableau.
Finally, we need that this algorithm is invertible and that its inverse takes pairs of tableaux of the given sort to permutations with the appropriate restrictions. Invertibility is immediate, since from a pair (P, R) of standard Young tableaux of appropriate shapes we can construct a pair of standard Young tableaux (P, Q) of the same shape with w → (P, R) under our algorithm exactly when w RSK −→ (P, Q): if R has entry i in column j, place the entries ki−k+1, ki−k+2, . . . , ki into columns 1, . . . , k+1−j, k+3−j, . . . , k+1 of Q, respectively. Moreover, by Theorem 4.8 we have that the preimage under RSK of this pair (P, Q) must consist of n runs of k elements each in increasing order, i.e., it must satisfy L1, and by Theorem 4.9 it must have no increasing subsequence of length k + 2. Then by the remarks in Section 2 following the definition of L n,k we have that the preimage satisfies L2 as well. This completes the proof.
Doubly-alternating permutations and their generalization
In [11] , a variety of enumerative results were obtained for pattern avoidance in doubly-alternating permutations. These are permutations w such that both w and w −1 are alternating. 2 One of these results in particular is similar in flavor to the results we have discussed so far, namely: We extend this result as follows:
Proof. Our proof is nearly identical to that of [11] . Recall the argument of Proposition 4.10: we showed that if w ∈ L n,k (1 · · · (k + 2)) and w RSK −→ (P, Q) then we can encode Q, a tableau with nk boxes, as R, a tableau with only n boxes, by replacing a set of boxes in columns 1, . . . , j − 1, j + 1, . . . , k + 1 by a single box in column k + 2 − j. We refer to this as the pairing of the column k + 2 − j in R with the columns [k + 1] {j} in Q. −→ (Q, P ). Then it follows that we can perform the same columnpairing procedure to encode P as a tableau S with n boxes. We have sh(P ) = sh(Q), so by the nature of the pairing we have that sh(S) = sh(R). Thus R and S are standard Young tableaux of the same shape, with n boxes and at most k + 1 columns. Moreover, this map is a bijection between {w | w, w −1 ∈ L n,k (1 · · · (k + 2))} and the set of all such pairs of tableaux. Finally, RSK is a bijection between the set of these pairs of tableaux and S n (1 · · · (k + 2)), so we have our desired bijection.
It is possible to exploit various properties of RSK to give other results of a similar flavor, of which we give one example. If we apply RSK to an involution w ∈ L n,k (1 · · · (k + 2)), the result is a pair (P, P ) of equal tableaux. In this case the associated tableaux R and S described in the proof of the preceding theorem are also equal. Thus the image of w under the bijection of Theorem 5.2 is also an involution, and moreover, every involution in S n (1 · · · (k + 2)) is the image of some involution in L n,k (1 · · · (k + 2)) under this map. This argument implies the following result:
) is equal to the number of involutions in S n (1 · · · (k + 2)).
doubly-alternating permutations using symmetric functions. 6 An analogue of alternating permutations of odd length
The results of Sections 3 and 4 concern L n,k , a generalization of the set A 2n of alternating permutations of even length. We now define a set L n,k;r that is one possible associated analogue of alternating permutations of odd length. We briefly describe the changes that need to be made to the bijections of Sections 3 and 4 in order to have them apply in this context and the analogous theorems that result. The proofs are very similar to our preceding work, and we trust that the interested reader can work out the details for herself. For k ≥ 1 and 0 ≤ r ≤ k − 1, define L n,k;r to be the set of permutations w = w 0,2 w 0,3 · · · w 0,r+1 w 1,1 · · · w n,k in S nk+r that satisfy the conditions
Note in particular that L n,k;0 = L n,k and that L n,2;1 is the set A ′ 2n+1 of down-up alternating permutations of length 2n + 1, i.e., those for which w 1 > w 2 < w 3 > . . . < w 2n+1 . As with L n,k , these permutations are the reading words of tableaux of a certain shape, which is illustrated in Figure  8 .
The following results extend our work in the preceding sections to this context: Proposition 6.1. We have a bijection between L n,k;r (12 · · · (k + 1)) and the set of standard Young tableaux of shape k n , r .
The bijection of Section 3 carries over in the obvious way.
Proposition 6.2. We have a bijection between L n,k;r (12 · · · (k + 2)) and the set of standard Young tableaux of shape (k + 1) n−1 , k, r .
Observe that this coincides with the result of Theorem 4.1 in the case r = 0, since every standard Young tableau of shape (k + 1) n−1 , k can be extended uniquely to a standard Young tableau of shape (k +1) n by adding a single box filled with nk + n.
Proof idea 1. We describe how to modify the bijection of Section 4.1 so that it works in the context of L n,k;r (12 · · · (k + 2)). To start we redefine the set of good tableaux of shape λ (in agreement with Proposition 4.7) as the collection of objects that result when we apply the process illustrated in Figure 6 to standard Young tableaux of shape λ. That is, a filling G of the diagram of λ with positive integers is said to be a good tableau if there is a standard Young tableau T of shape λ such that the (i, j)th entry of G is equal to k if and only if the (i, j)th entry of T is the kth smallest among all those entries of T lying in rows numbered i or larger.
Having made this redefinition, suppose that we are given a permutation w ∈ L n,k;r (12 · · · (k + 2)). To find its associated tableau, we perform the first n − 1 steps as in the bijection preceding Proposition 4.3. When constructing the nth row of the tableau T (w), instead of adding k + 1 boxes, add only k, omitting the last box. (Observe that this box would otherwise always hold the value k + r + 2, since no permutation in L 1,k;r has an increasing subsequence of length k + 1.) Then fill the (n + 1)th row with the values 1, 2, . . . , r. Convert the result to a standard Young tableau as described in the proof of Proposition 4.7 and illustrated in Figure 5 .
To invert this process, suppose we are given a standard Young tableau T of the appropriate shape. Convert T to a good tableau (under our new definition) by the process described in the proof of Proposition 4.7 and illustrated in Figure 6 . Then proceed as in the bijection preceding Proposition 4.4, with the following variations: no entries should be omitted from the last two rows of the tableau. For the (n − 1)th row (the last row of size k + 1), omit the last entry if it is equal to 2k + r + 2 and otherwise proceed as usual. (This is equivalent to saying that for the purposes of the (n − 1)th row, we pretend that the nth row actually is of length k + 1, with last entry equal to k + r + 2.) Proof idea 2. We describe how to modify the bijection of Section 4.2 so that it works in the context of L n,k;r (12 · · · (k + 2)). First, we note that standard Young tableaux of shape (k + 1) n−1 , k, r are in bijection with pairs (P, R) of tableaux such that sh(P ) is a partition of nk + r, sh(R) is a skew shape µ/ k + 1 − r, 1 with n − 1 boxes, and sh(R) can be rotated and joined to sh(P ) to form the partition (k + 1) n−1 , k, r . Our bijection is between L n,k;r (12 · · · (k + 2)) and pairs of tableaux of this form.
Suppose that we are given a permutation w ∈ L n,k;r (12 · · · (k + 2)). To build the associated pair of tableaux, we make the following changes to the algorithm given just before the proof of Proposition 4.10: we again make use of RSK, this time with intermediate tableau P −1 , . . . , P n = P and R 1 , . . . , R n = R. We set P −1 = ∅ and let P 0 be the result of inserting the first r values of w into P −1 . For 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, we build P i+1 from P i by inserting the next k values of w. The R i are no longer standard Young tableaux but are instead standard skew Young tableaux, with R 1 = k + 1 − r, 1 / k + 1 − r, 1 . For 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, we build R i+1 from R i by the same column-pairing process as before, always preserving the removed shape k + 1 − r, 1 . Thus for each i we have R i = µ/ k + 1 − r, 1 for some µ ⊢ k + 1 − r + i. (In particular, the first box is added to R 1 to form R 2 after 2k + r values have been inserted into P .)
To invert this process, we proceed as in Proposition 4.10 for n − 1 steps, until R has been exhausted. At that point, what remains of P will be of shape k, r . Then we set w 0,2 w 0,3 · · · w 0,r+1 equal to the second row and w 1,1 w 1,2 · · · w 1,k equal to the first row of (what remains of) P .
As an immediate corollary we have that the number of down-up alternating permutations of length 2n + 1 avoiding 1234 is the same as the number of standard Young tableaux of shape 3 n−1 , 2, 1 . Taking reverse-complements of permutations gives a bijection between down-up alternating permutations of length 2n + 1 avoiding 1234 and the set A 2n+1 (1234) of (up-down) alternating permutations of length 2n + 1 avoiding 1234, and applying the hook-length formula yields the following result: 
Reading words of Young tableaux of arbitrary skew shapes
So far, we have considered permutations that arise as the reading words of standard skew Young tableaux of particular nice shapes. In this section, we expand our study to include pattern avoidance in the reading words of standard skew Young tableaux of any shape. As is the case for pattern avoidance in other settings, it is relatively simple to handle the case of small patterns (in our case, patterns of length three or less), but it is quite difficult to prove exact results for larger patterns. In addition to encompassing pattern avoidance for permutations of length n (via the shape n, n − 1, . . . , 2, 1 / n − 1, n − 2, . . . , 1 ), alternating permutations (via the shape n + 1, n, . . . , 3, 2 / n − 1, n − 2, . . . , 1 and three other similar shapes), and more generally L n,k for any k, this type of pattern avoidance also encompasses the enumeration of pattern-avoiding permutations by descent set (when the skew shape is a ribbon) or with certain prescribed descents (when the shape is a vertical strip). Thus, on one hand the strength of our results is constrained by what is tractable to prove in these circumstances, while on the other hand any result we are able to prove in this context applies quite broadly. Note 2. We place the following restriction on all Young diagrams in this section: we will only consider diagrams λ/µ such that the inner (northwest) boundary of λ/µ contains the entire outer (south-east) boundary of µ. For example, the shape 4, 2, 1 / 2, 1 meets this condition, while the shape 5, 2, 2, 1 / 3, 2, 1 does not.
Note that imposing this restriction does not affect the universe of possible results, since for a shape λ/µ failing this condition we can find a new shape λ ′ /µ ′ that passes it and has an identical set of reading words by moving the various disconnected components of λ/µ on the plane. For example, for λ/µ = 5, 2, 2, 1 / 3, 2, 1 we have λ ′ /µ ′ = 4, 2, 1 / 2, 1 -just slide disconnected sections of the tableau together until they share a corner. This is illustrated in Figure 9 .
The patterns 213 and 132
The equality |S n (213)| = |S n (132)| = C n is a simple recursive result. In [9] it was shown that |A 2n (132)| = |A 2n+1 (132)| = C n (and so by reverse-⇐⇒ Figure 9 : Moving separated components gives a new shape but leaves the set of reading words of tableaux unchanged.
complementation also |A 2n (213)| = C n ), and a bijective proof of this fact with implications for simultaneous avoidance of multiple patterns was given in [8] . Here we extend this result to the reading words of tableaux of any fixed shape.
Proposition 7.1. The number of tableaux of skew shape λ/µ whose reading words avoid the pattern 213 is equal to the number of partitions whose Young diagram is contained in that of µ (subject to Note 2).
Note that this is a very natural µ-generalization of the Catalan numbers: the outer boundaries of shapes contained in n − 1, n − 2, . . . , 2, 1 are essentially Dyck paths of length 2n missing their first and last steps.
Proof. We begin with a warm-up and demonstrate the claim in the case that µ is empty. In this case, the Proposition states that there is a unique standard Young tableau of a given shape λ = λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . whose reading word avoids the pattern 213. In order to see this, we note that the reading word of every straight (i.e., non-skew) tableau ends with an increasing run of length λ 1 and that the first entry of this run is 1. Since this permutation is 213-avoiding, each entry following the 1 must be smaller than every entry preceding the 1 and so this run consists of the values from 1 to λ 1 . Applying the same argument to the remainder of the tableau (now with the minimal element λ 1 + 1), we see that the only possible filling is the one we get by filling the first row of the tableau with the smallest possible entries, then the second row with the smallest remaining entries, and so on. On the other hand, the reading word of the tableau just described is easily seen to be 213-avoiding, so we have our result in this case.
For the general case we give recursive bijection. This bijection is heavily geometric in nature, and we recommend that the reader consult Divide T into two pieces, one consisting of rows 1 through i with the box (i, j) removed, the other consisting of rows numbered i + 1, i + 2, etc. Let T 1 be the tableau order-isomorphic to the first part and let T 2 be the tableau order-isomorphic to the second part. Let ν = ν 1 , . . . , ν i be the result of applying this construction recursively to T 1 and let ι = ι 1 , ι 2 , . . . be the result of applying this construction recursively to T 2 . Then the partition τ associated to T is given by τ = ν 1 + j, . . . , ν i + j, ι 1 , ι 2 , . . . . Geometrically, τ consists of all boxes (k, l) with k < i and l ≤ j together with the result of applying our process to the right of this rectangle and the result of applying it below the rectangle, shifted up one row. By construction, τ is partition whose Young diagram fits inside µ.
To invert this process, start with a pair (λ/µ, τ ) such that τ fits inside µ. Let i be the largest index such that τ i−1 > µ i , or let i = 1 if no such index exists. We divide τ and λ/µ into two pieces. To split τ , we delete the boxes that belong to the rectangle of shape (µ i +1) i−1 , leaving a partition of shape ν = τ 1 − µ i − 1, τ 2 − µ i − 1, . . . , τ i−1 − µ i − 1 to the right of the rectangle and a partition of shape ι = τ i , τ i+1 , . . . below the rectangle. To split λ/µ, we begin by filling the box (i, µ i + 1) with the entry 1. Then we take the boxes to the right of this entry as one skew shape
. . , µ i−1 − µ i − 1 and the boxes below it as our second skew shape α 2 /β 2 = λ i+1 , λ i+2 , . . . / µ i+1 , µ i+2 , . . . . Note that by the choice of i, ν fits inside β 1 while ι fits inside β 2 . Thus, we can apply the construction recursively with the pairs (α 1 /β 1 , ν) and (α 2 /β 2 , ι), but we fill α 1 /β 1 with the values 2, . . . , |α 1 /β 1 | + 1 and we fill α 2 /β 2 with the values |α 1 /β 1 | + 2, . . . , |λ/µ| = |α 1 /β 1 | + |α 2 /β 2 | + 1. (Observe that this coincides with what we did in the first paragraph for µ = ∅.) By induction, this gives us a standard skew Young tableau of shape λ/µ. Note that the reading word of this tableau can be decomposed as the reading word of α 2 /β 2 followed by the entry 1 followed by the reading word of α 1 /β 1 . By the recursive nature of the construction we may assume that the reading words of α 1 /β 1 and α 2 /β 2 are 213-avoiding, and we chose the entries of α 2 /β 2 to be all larger than the entries of α 1 /β 1 , so it follows that the reading word of the resulting tableau is 213-avoiding. Since the two maps we've described are clearly inverse to each other, we have that they are the desired bijections. Note that knowing the number of tableaux of each shape whose reading words avoid 213 automatically allows us to calculate the number of tableaux of a given shape whose reading words avoid 132: if λ = λ 1 , . . . , λ k and µ is contained in λ, the operation T → T * defined in Section 2 is a bijection between tableaux of shape λ/µ and tableaux of shape 
Corollary 7.4. We have that |L n,k (132)| = C n for all n, k ≥ 1 and that |L n,k;r (132)| = C n+1 + (k − r − 1)C n for all n ≥ 1 and k − 1 ≥ r > 0.
Proof. Both halves of this result follow from Corollary 7.3: in the case of L n,k , we are counting Young diagrams contained in n − 1, n − 2, . . . , 2, 1 while in the case of L n,k;r for r > 0 we are counting shapes contained in n + k − r − 1, n − 1, n − 2, . . . , 1 . As we noted before, the former diagrams are naturally in bijection with Dyck paths and so are a Catalan object; for the latter, consider separately two cases. First, if the shape λ has first row of length at most n then it is one of the C n+1 shapes contained in n, n−1, . . . , 1 . Second, if λ has first row of length longer than n then we may independently choose any length between n + 1 and n + k − r − 1 for the first row and any shape contained in n − 1, n − 2, . . . , 1 for the lower rows and so we have (k − r − 1)C n additional shapes.
The patterns 312 and 231
If a shape λ/µ contains a square, every tableau of that shape will have as a sub-tableau four entries a b c d with a < b < d and a < c < d, and the reading word of every such tableau will be of the form · · · cd · · · ab · · · . But then this permutation contains both an instance dab of the pattern 312 an instance cda of the pattern 231. Thus, the number of tableaux of shape λ/µ whose reading words avoid 312 or 231 is zero unless λ/µ contains no square, i.e., unless λ/µ is contained in a ribbon. In this case, choose a tableau T of shape λ/µ with reading word w. Since λ/µ is a ribbon, the reading word of the conjugate tableau T ′ is exactly the reverse w r of w. Since w avoids 312 if and only if w r avoids 213, we can apply Proposition 7.1 to deduce the following: Proposition 7.5. If skew shape λ/µ is contained in a ribbon then the number of tableaux of shape λ/µ whose reading words avoid the pattern 312 is equal to the number of partitions whose Young diagram is contained in that of µ. Otherwise, the number of such tableaux is 0.
Either using the same argument that gave us Corollary 7.3 and applying it to Proposition 7.5 or using the same argument that gave us Proposition 7.5 but using Corollary 7.3 in place of Proposition 7.1 gives us the following result: Corollary 7.6. If skew shape λ/µ is contained in a ribbon then the number of tableaux of shape λ/µ whose reading words avoid the pattern 231 is equal to the number of partitions whose Young diagram is contained in that of the
Otherwise, the number of such tableaux is 0.
In the special cases of L n,k;r it follows that for k ≥ 3 and n ≥ 2 we have L n,k;r (231) = L n,k;r (312) = ∅ while for 1 ≤ k ≤ 2 we have that |L n,k;r (231)| and |L n,k;r (312)| are Catalan numbers [7, 17] .
The patterns 123 and 321
For the patterns 123 and 321, our results are not as nice as those in the preceding sections. We show that the enumeration of tableaux of given shapes whose reading words avoid these patterns is equivalent to the enumeration of permutations with certain prescribed ascents and descents avoiding these patterns. This latter problem can easily be solved in any particular case by recursive methods, though the author knows of no closed formula for the resulting values. As we mentioned in the introduction to Section 7, the problem of enumerating pattern-avoiding permutations with certain fixed ascents and descents is the special case of our problem in which we consider tableaux contained in a ribbon.
Note that if a shape λ/µ has any rows of length three or more, the reading word of any tableau of shape λ/µ contains a three-term increasing subsequence. Consequently, in order to study 123-avoidance it suffices to consider tableaux with all rows of length one or two. The following result allows us to reduce even further the set of skew shapes we need to consider in order to completely deal with the case of 123-avoidance. Proposition 7.7. If λ/µ is a skew shape, all of whose rows have length one or two, and λ i − µ i = 2 then the number of tableaux of shape λ/µ whose reading words avoid 123 is the same as the number of tableaux of the following shapes whose reading words avoid 123:
• λ 1 + 1, . . . , λ i + 1, λ i+1 , λ i+2 , . . . / µ 1 + 1, . . . , µ i + 1, µ i+1 , µ i+2 , . . .
• λ 1 + 1, . . . , λ i−1 + 1, λ i , λ i+1 , . . . / µ 1 + 1, . . . , µ i−1 + 1, µ i , µ i+1 , . . .
In other words, the Proposition states that we can locally slide rows of length two without changing the number of tableaux with 123-avoiding reading words that result. Figure 12 illustrates these moves. Proof. Given λ and µ, let α = λ 1 + 1, λ 2 + 1, . . . , λ i + 1, λ i+1 , λ i+2 , . . . and β = µ 1 + 1, µ 2 + 1, . . . , µ i + 1, µ i+1 , µ i+2 , . . . and let n = |λ/µ| = |α/β|. There is a natural map between fillings of the shape λ/µ and fillings of the shape α/β: fill each row of α/β with the same numbers in the same order as the corresponding row of λ/µ. We must show that when restricted to standard tableaux whose reading words avoid 123, this is a bijection.
Given a tableau T of shape λ/µ, shifting each of the first i rows one square to the right gives a filling U of α/β with [n] . Under this operation, every box is adjacent to the same boxes except for boxes in rows i and i + 1. Thus, the filling U is strictly increasing along rows, and along columns except possibly between rows i and i + 1. By transforming T into U, we've moved boxes in row i to the right, so each entry in row i is above a larger entry in U than it was in the tableau T , or is above an entry in T but above an empty space in U. It follows that U is also increasing down columns and so is a standard Young tableau. Thus, the map T → U sends standard Young tableaux to standard Young tableaux and is injective. We must show that it is surjective.
Suppose we have a tableau U of shape α/β whose reading word avoids 123. We show that this tableau is the image under the above-described map of some tableau of shape λ/µ, i.e., that shifting the first i rows of U one unit to the left results in a standard Young tableau. Let T be the filling of λ/µ that results from this shift. Again, the only possible obstruction is that T might fail to increase along columns between rows i and i + 1. In particular, there are two ways in which this could happen. Either the rightmost of the two entries in the ith row of U (the entry U(i, µ i + 2) = U(i, λ i )) is larger than the entry U(i, µ i +1) immediately below it and to its left or the leftmost of the two entries in the ith row of U (the entry U(i, µ i + 1) = U(i, λ i − 1)) is larger than the entry of U(i + 1, µ i ) immediately below it and to its left. Suppose for sake of contradiction that one of these two situations occurs.
In the former case, since α/β is the image of a skew shape λ/µ under a shift to the first i rows, row i + 1 must have length two. Thus, the reading word of U has the form · · · U(i + 1, µ i )U(i + 1, µ i + 1) · · · U(i, µ i + 2) · · · and the subsequence U(i + 1, µ i )U(i + 1, µ i + 1)U(i, µ i + 2) is a 123 pattern, a contradiction with the choice of U. In the latter case, the reading word of U has the form · · · U(i+1, µ i ) · · · U(i, µ i +1)U(i, µ i +2) · · · , and the subsequence U(i + 1, µ i )U(i, µ i + 1)U(i, µ i + 2) is a 123 pattern, again a contradiction. Thus neither potential obstruction can occur, so U is the image of a standard Young tableau T and the map is surjective, as desired.
The other case is extremely similar, and we omit it here.
It is an immediate consequence of this proposition that the problem of counting tableaux of a given skew shape whose reading words avoid 123 reduces to the case of shapes contained in ribbons. This is equivalent to counting 123-avoiding permutations with certain prescribed ascents and descents, and this enumeration can be carried out by straightforward recursive methods.
A similar analysis can be applied to the pattern 321. Here we shift the first i or i − 1 columns down (instead of shifting the first i or i − 1 rows to the right). This results in a modest increase in the care needed to make the argument work. In particular, shifting columns does not preserve reading words. Luckily, in the 321-avoiding case all of our columns have length two, so the reading words change in a relatively controlled way; for example, a 2 × 2 square with reading word 3412 will, after shifting, have reading word 3142. The interested reader is invited to work out the details for herself.
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